
The Capacity Building and Technical Assistance Program (CaBTAP) for the Nigerian Power Distribution
Sector, developed by the French Development Agency (AFD), supported by the European Union and

implemented by Association of Nigerian Electricity Distributors (ANED) with technical assistance from AF
Mercados EMI, in partnership with the USAID Nigerian Power Sector Program, a Power Africa Initiative, wish 

to invite you to the Performance Improvement Plan Seminar II (PIP Seminar II):

Dates: June 18     and 19     , 2019
Venue: Fraser Suites, ABUJA

Time: 9:00 to 17:30 daily

Since the first Performance Improvement Plan seminar (PIP Seminar I) that was held in March of last year, 
the situation of the Nigerian Energy Supply Industry (NESI) has deteriorated even more and 

the liquidity crisis has put the system on the verge of collapse. There has been minimal increase in 
generation capacity and infrastructure constraints/expansion issues in the transmission and distribution networks 
remain. Importantly, DisCos are unable to aggressively reduce their ATC&C losses, constraining their ability to meet 

NESÍ s revenue requirements.

This second seminar is expected to enhance DisCos’ strategic planning efforts and provide modalities 
for the up coming PIPs over the next five years.  The seminar will facilitate discussions between DisCo 

Board members, DisCo top executives and other stakeholders, e.g. GenCos, TCN, end-customers and financial 
institutions, on how to best approach the market, relative to DisCos’ ATC&C loss reduction plans, customer service 

improvement plans, network rehabilitation, modernization and expansion plans, management 
improvement plans, among others.

Beyond the PIP development, this year we will also be bringing to your attention: 
 i) The need for starting the process for a major tariff review, as the CAPEX and OPEX 
 requirements for the new PIP will go far beyond the actual allowances recognized under MYTO 2015.
 ii) How to smartly start implementing a PIP through “quick-wins”.

Importantly, many DisCos have already started to develop and implement their PIPs, so we plan to utilize this as an
advantage by reviewing and discussing DisCos best practices and success stories, as we believe that 

their experiences can be of benefit to other DisCos. In this sense, the seminar will be held with the active
participation of the DisCos. Additionally, we will also incorporate the contributions of other Nigerian Electricity 

Supply Industry (NESI) key stakeholders, such as GenCos, TCN, MAN, CaBTAP, NESP, NPSP and the 
World Bank Group.

While we look forward to your participation, we would appreciate a confirmation of your availability to
participate in the seminar, at the earliest convenience and before April 12     , 2019. Please provide the

requested confirmation to Ms. Loretta Zira via:

lorettalicio@anedng.com                                        +234  8036529514

Thank you.

Mr. Jose J. Guerra

Team Leader of the Capacity Building and Technical
Assistance Program for the Nigerian Power

Distribution Sector

Peter Graham

Distribution Lead of the USAID Nigerian Power
Sector Program, a Power Africa Initiative
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OBJECTIVE OF THE SEMINAR

The overall objective of this seminar is to empower DisCo Board members and executives for the preparation
of their Performance Improvement Plans, highlighting the direct relationship between their KPIs, CAPEX and

OPEX, which, ultimately, will open the process of a major tariff review. In order to prepare for the PIP, the
participants will need to be knowledgeable of, and actively contribute to the strategic planning process, with

respect to market segmentation, ATC&C losses reduction plans, customer service and quality of supply
improvements, network modernization and expansion, management improvement plans, among others.

SCOPE OF THE SEMINAR

KEY ASPECTS TO DISCUSS DURING THE SEMINAR PRESENTATION

ANED ś perspective on NESÍ s challenges and a way forward:
 NESI has entered into a downwards spiral which has not allowed it 
 to improve its performance and the associated liquidity crisis has  
 become a serious threat for Nigeria. A combination of factors   
 has created the perfect storm in NESI, putting the system on the  
 verge of collapsing, resulting in a major historical infrastructure  
 gap, causing customer dissatisfaction,  promoting a continued lack  
 of a cost reflective tariff, minimizing a lack of access to finance and  
 investm ent, ultimately, resulting in poor performance and distrust  
 among all NESÍ s stakeholders.   
 Developing and implementing a holistic and realistic Performance  
 Improvement Plan is the only way for DisCos to overcome this   
 liquidity death spiral, but not only so, as: 
  DisCos will also need a major tariff review, as they need to  
  in crease their CAPEX and OPEX allowances substantially.
  DisCos should be wheeling much more energy to the   
  manageable areas, and for that they need to receive much  
  more energy from the grid and improve network reliability.
  DisCos should be implementing their PIPs in a smart way, 
  extending the performance improvements achieved in 2018.

When designing the PIP it is fundamental that end-customer needs must 
always remain in consideration, in order to fulfil their expectations. In 2018, 
the electricity market was liberalized for Eligible Consumers with a power 
demand higher than 2 MW, however, this cap limit might be reduced in the 
future. This new regulation is a threat to DisCos but also an opportunity to 
improve and increase the share of these profitable customers, by replacing 
their expensive and polluted captive or self-generation by on-grid electricity 
and/or embedded generation. What are the Potential Eligible Consumers 
expectations and how can DisCos take advantage of these circumstances?

Why Nigeria’s economic development requires a robust, sustainable and 
viable power sector
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Indeed, some DisCos have achieved remarkable performance improvement 
in some areas and they are willing to present their ideas to other DisCos, so 
that they can also take advantage of the success stories.
 KADUNA ELECTRIC has developed a solid PIP with a clear   
 market-oriented strategy
 AEDC will detail the scope of their new Commercial 
 Management System and their expected outcomes.
 EKEDC will provide information on how their SCADA has   
 allowed them to substantially improve the energy 
 management and control in their distribution network.
 IKEJA ELECTRIC (IE) has achieved remarkable performance   
 in the last two years, by reducing their ATC&C losses from   
 47.4% down to 29.6%. IE has followed a smart approach  in
 implementing their PIP and some findings can be adopted by
 other DisCos.

At the same time, the seminar will count on the presence of international 
energy experts to reflect on new challenges that DisCos will face in the short-
term, similar to other utilities worldwide:
 Servicing informal settlements in peri-urban areas: Lasting legacies  
 of large-scale informal electricity connections and electricity theft  
 leaves local electricity authorities ill-disposed to formalise these areas,  
 and structural difficulties such as geography and urban form can  
 hamper efforts to formalise other urban services. What can be done  
 in these areas?
 Due to a number of reasons, DisCos’ franchise areas include 
 “difficult-manageable rural areas” where the conventional DisCos  
 model does not work. NERC has approved the mini-grid regulation  
 for rural areas, which might include a solution for these areas under  
 the Interconnected mini-grid approach, however, DisCos do not have  
 any specific experience on this. The Nigerian Energy Support 
 Program (NESP) of GIZ has launched a new program to support 
 DisCos in this transition.

Financing PIPs is a major challenge for DisCos. 
 While the option of receiving funding from commercial banks   
 remains closed for DisCos, at this time other sources of financing  
 needs to be explored for materializing the investment plans. Under  
 the PSRP, the World Bank Group has proposed to dedicate at least  
 USD 500 million to support DisCos, however, the procedures for  
 accessing these resources remain uncertain.
 The CBN has been a key player in the Power Sector, initially through  
 the Nigerian Electricity Stabilization Fund and lately with the 
 CBN/NBET Upstream Payment Assurance Program. What are their  
 expectations/plan for the next PIP period?
 Private investors ability for continued support of the DisCos, is 
 constrained by the need for uncertainties of the market to be   
 addressed.
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